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Abstract : The theory of a laser has provided many scmiclassical and quantum models of the laser. Differential-difTerence equations 
are used in the description of the dynamics of the laser. Focus on steady state leads to a simplification of these equations to the difference 
equations. In study of random lasers, traditional laser characteristics randomize, and these variables themselves are characterized after a 
judicious choice of a model.
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1. Introduction
After the advent of laser [1,2], this phenomenon has been 
studied thoroughly [3,4]. Of many models of the traditional 
laser it is proper to remind of the seiniclassical description 
by three ordinary differential equations for the complex 
amplitude of the laser field (in photon-number units), the 
polarization amplitude, and the inversion (the difference 
between the upper-level and lower-level populations). The 
thermodynamic limit of the fully quantum mechanical 
description has been studied, e.g. [5], The scmiclassical 
description using two (rate) equations is appropriate to a 
semiconductor laser in which carrier-carrier scattering 
damps the polarization rapidly. The polarization may 
therefore be adiabatically eliminated [6]. The equations 
become
— /t = ~gn +#r(M + l)jV , 
at
dt
( 1)
(2)
where n is the complex amplitude, N  is the inversion, g 
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is the photon decay rate, a is a nonradiative loss rate, P 
is the pumping rate, and K is the branching ratio. Rice 
and Carmichael [6] studied the steady-state solution to 
the rate eqs. ( 1), (2) in dependence on the scaled pumping 
rate P/g  and the scaled branching ratio K/g. They have 
carried out numerical calculations for g ^  a ^  K, p/g  =
10-‘.....  10®, Kfg = 10"^.... 1. For K/g  = 1 (a = 0) they
speak of the cavity-QED limit, where the laser is a 
thresholdless device, and, for K/g  —> 0 , of the 
‘thermodynamic* limit, where the concept of laser threshold 
is well-defined. They go to a probabilistic description and 
study behaviour of the Fano factor as a characteristic of 
fluctuations of the photon number.
Misirpashaev and Beenakker [7] study a multimode 
laser with a chaotic cavity. In it a mechanism of multimode 
generation can be assumed. Randomness of coefficients 
of the differential equations describing the numbers of 
photons in the modes and the density of population 
inversion leads to randomness of the number of excited 
modes, whose mean has been found by these authors.
Patra [8] studies the multimode laser with a chaotic 
cavity as well, but he considers steady-state fluctuations
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of the photon number of each sample. He arrives at a 
conclusion that the Fano factor increases dependent on 
the number of lasing modes above the threshold.
2. Model of traditional laser
The equations of population dynamics can be applied in 
many fields [9j. They appear in the model for random 
laser [8], but completed with Langevin terms, which 
corresponds to a stochastic dynamics. As usual, the joint 
probabjlity d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  ,r) of
photon numbers rt,, j  = 1,.... and of densities of 
excited atoms k = 1,..., obeys rate equations, i,e, 
a differential-difference equation and an initial condition 
at / = to- The steady state of the process, i.e, the joint 
probability distribution of the steady state, i.e. a limit of 
those for to obeys a difference equation.
In this paper, we assume Np ^ 1 , a = 0, and will 
deal with a differential-difference equation
+ + Ln,nP(n,N,r), (3)
where
L^nPin,N,t) = g[(w + l)p (n  + l,A ,^f) -  np(n,Nj)], (4) 
L^pP(n.Kt) = Plpin. A/ ~ 1, 0 ~ p(n. MO], (5) 
= K[n(N  + l)p(;i ~ I, N + 1, 0 
~ (n + l )N p (nJ^a )l  (6)
For this equation, we solve an initial-value problem
= P o (n .N , io ) -fA (7)
Eq, (3) has the property of rate equations, i.e, if the initial 
condition (7) represents the probability distribution, the 
solution is a probability distribution. Let us recall that 
p(nJV,t) (po(nJVj(^)) is a probability distribution if and 
only if
p (n ,N ,t )^ 0 ,  E S  pin, N , t )  =
/i“0 ^ s»0
and similarly for
1 (8)
3. IVeatment of integrated intensities
When g = 0 , the existence (uniqueness) of solution for 
(^0*®®] obvious. Similarly for g > 0, but / i f  = 0, we
succeed with the method of Poisson transformation. For 
illustration we perform this transformation in a physical 
fashion, i.e. for K > 0 and both arguments n and N, The 
variables /i. A, which are numbers of particles, are replaced 
by the integrated intensities w, W.
The Poisson transform of a function P(iv,W,/) is 
= r  f “ exp (-w -V V )72! ! J-oo j-oo
X w"w'^Piw,W,t)dwdW. (9)
This transformation can be formally inverted, 
Piw, W,T) = exp(w+ ^  (-1 )"*^
pin, A,r (W), ( 10)
where are derivatives of the Dirac deha
function. In analogy with the usual integral transformations, 
proceeding with the Poisson transformation, wc observe 
that the differential-difference equation will be replaced 
by a partial differential equation
0/
P i w , w . o =
+4',|;'pP(w,lV.r) + . ( 11)
where IP stands for inverse Poisson, and att for 
attenuation, amp for amplification, nln for a nonlinear 
process, and
ow
I^ ^ P (w ,W ,r )  =  - F ^ [w P ( » v . W '. 0 ]+
( 12)
(13)
4 ‘in’^(*^-W'-0 =  -A :^ [(w + l)W 7 > (»v .lV .r ) ] +
/£■ ^ [ ( h> + l)lVP(iv. 1^./)] +
J ^ ^ [ w ^ P ( y i ' . W , t ) ] - J I C - ^ [ w W P ( w , W , / ) ] ,  (14)
dwdW
with the transformed initial condition (7) in the form
= il,(*v,VV.»o). (15)
obeying the initial conditions 
=H<ro) = Wo,
:=.W(to)^Wo,
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We find that the terms which decide the partial differential 
eq. ( 1 1 ) being of the second order are superficially similar 
lo the diffusion terms in the Fokkcr»PIanck equation [ 10]. 
The difference consists in that the operator is not elliptic, 
but hyperbolic. This property is connected to the study of 
the particle dynamics as well as the absence of an 
independent parameter, which would enable us to switch 
diffusion/antidiffusion terms. To get some insight inio the 
behaviour of solutions, wc modify somewhat the eq.,:<l 1). 
Let us consider the partial differential equations
(23)
dt
+ ^ { [ - P  + /*:(w + 1)W] P (w .W ,r) }  + j  = t  2
(16)
^2 pi2
f?2 =  0 .
(17)
(18)
w = ~gw+ /T(w + 1)W, 
dt
(19)
~ W  = P -A '(w + l)W ,  
dt
(20)
where
w = w{t), W  = Wit).
With respect to the unique solvability of these equations, 
the ‘dependence’ on the initial condition can be introduced 
as the solutions of these equations.
^ 0 (w , lV ,r )  =  -g0 (w ,W ,r ) 
dt
+^r[0 (w ,w ,/ )+ i]< i> (w .w .o .
dt
0 (w ,W .t ) » P - K  [p iw ,W ,t ) + 1 ]0 (m-. W.r). 
X 4>iw,W,t)
( 2 J )
(22)
The solution to (16) for j  = 2 obeying the initial condition
(15) is
P(w.W./) = |y|Po(0-'(H’,W',f).0-'(vv-.W.r).ro). (24)
J = dw
dw
30“^ *
3W
3 0 '*
dW
(25)
For 7 = 1 ,  the relation (16) is another form of the relation 
( 11 ). For 7 = 2, the relation (16) is of first order, which can 
be solved with the method of characteristics. In connection 
with this method, we base on the properties of the nonlinear 
equations
and 0~*, are components of the inverse of the
transformation (0, <Py^ . Particularly for
Fo(w,W,/c) = S{w -  w(to))S(W -  W(fo)), (26)
we obtain that
P(w,W,r) = S(w ~ w(t))S(W  ~ WO)). (27)
The Poisson transform of the solution (27) is a Poisson 
distribution. To be more precise, we must complete that 
wc have used Poissonian for /?(«, M  /), when the marginal 
distributions
PiimO = ^ p {n ,N , t y  P2(N,t) - ^ p ( n , N , t ) ,  (28)
«=o «*o
are Poissonian [10] and it holds that
pimKt) = Pi(na)P2(N,t). (29)
With respect to the transformations (9), (10), we can 
summarize that when the distribution is Poissonian initially, 
it is Poissonian for all times. We define steady solutions 
of (16), as limits for Tq «>, if these limits are 
independent of /. The steady solution may and may not 
depend on the initial data. For j  = 2, it can be proved, 
at least on a stronger assumption formulated below, that 
the steady solution is
Here,
P  Pg
(30)
(31)
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are solutions of the algebraic equations 
0 = -gw + K(w + DW,
P  = K(w + l)W, w > 0, IV > 0.
(32)
(33)
g ‘
P + 8  
Pg 
P  + 8
P + g-------  i
8
P ^ g
8
K
At the eqs. (32), (33), we arrive in studying the ordinary 
differential eqs. (19), (20). The stationary solutions (31), 
are locally asymptotically stable for ^  oo and they
can be classified as a node/focus, when (if and only iO
> ^ , T r * : T - 2 f 2 £ - n l i  + — L ,0. (35)
g g g ) g  P
’ + 1
(w*»v')(r) = J“ w^w'P(w,W,t)dwdW, (38)
The Poisson transform of the solution (30) is a Poisson 
distribution, with the Poisson distribution [10] with the 
parameters given in (31). Considering a small perturbation 
about the equilibrium point (31), we arrive at the stability 
matrix
(34)
we can rewrite eq. (16), in the form of the hierarchy of 
equations
' )  (O = -kg ( h-*VV' ) it)
+itA:((w + l)w *"'yv '*')(r) +  /p(w-*VV'"'^(0 (3 9 )
Particularly, 
d
dt
(w )(/ ) = -g (> y )(/ )
+ k { [ { w ) U )  + 1](VV) (0  +  (A vyA lV )(0 }, (40)
dt
8
The local asymptotic stability entails that a restriction of 
the mapping (^(w,lV,/), 0(w^Wj)) to a two-dimensional 
interval //exists having its centre at the equilibrium point, 
which is a contracting mapping for t > to. Hence, it follows 
that the assertion on the limit (30) holds for any Po(y^*^do) 
whose support in the distribution or generalized function 
theory sense is all contained in / 7
Proposition. Let g > 0, P > 0, AT > 1, Wo ^ 0, Wq > 0. 
Then the solution of the initial-value problem for eqs. (19),
(20), with initial conditions
W(/)U„ =H'(/o)*»Vo, (36)
is defined for all r 2: /q and
limw(0 = — . limlV(r) = — ^ (37)
For the proof see Section 4.
For / = 1, the second-order differential equation is of 
the parabolic type, but it is neither heat nor Schrddinger 
equation, nor any of their generalizations (a Fokker- 
Planck equation). It is a consequence of the fact that Ri 
is not elliptic, but hyperbolic term.
Considering the moments
-(IV) (0  = / » -  a: { [ ( »v)(0 + 1 ] (^ ) (I) + (A*vA)V) (/)}.
(41)
where
(AwAVV) (0 = ( h-VV) (r) -  ( w) it) {W)it). (42)
We consider also
(Aw)  ^it) -  ( h’^ ) ( / ) - (w')  ^(/).,
[iAW )^ )it ) = (w ^ ) i t ) - {w f i t ) .  (43)
It holds that
^  ((Aw)^ )  (r) = - 2g ( (AIV )^  )  (/)
+2Ar(AH-A[(w + l)Mf])(0 + 2A:(H’VV)(/). (44)
dt
dt
((A W ff ) (0  = -2Ar(A [(w+l)1V ]Alv)(r), (45)
(AwA»V)(/) = -g{AwAWf)(/)
+ a: ( A [(w  + 1)1V ] AW ) (O -  AT < w\V > (»). (46)
where
(A wA [ (h> + 1)W’] ) (0  -  { h<w + 1 )W )(0
-{yg)it){iw + l)W)it). (47)
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function. The characteristic function o f  a function p(n^Nd) 
is defined as follows
-{(H - + l ) ) ( o ( lV ^ ) (0 .  (48)
In physics, the following approximation is made 
 ^A wA [( w + 1)W]^ (r) = w) ( f ) +1 ]  {A wAW ) (r)
f
+ {w)(t) {AwAW){t) ,  >. (49)
(a [ (vw+ DAW:])(0 = [ ( h;)(/) + 1]((AVV)^ (/)AhA\^J{») . 
(50) I
With these approximations, the system o f eqs. (40)^ (41), 
(44), (45), (46) is closed. A  consistency o f the approach 
can be enhanced when the last terms in (40) and (41) are 
simplified using a lower-order approximation
{wW)(t)  -  (w)(.t) (W)U),  (AvvAVV)(f) =  0. (51)
C '”' )^(/A’./S,f) = p(;i,)V,/)exp(fs« + /5A(), (58)
which can be inverted as
pin, N , t )  = ------ -- f  f  exp(-//i.v -  /W5).
{27tf
xC^'‘-'^^{is,iS,l)cisdS. (59)
Using the usual Fourier analysis, we can derive that the 
function (58) obeys the partial differential equation
ot
+ 4 ^ ’ C<"-'^'(i.v.t5,/) + /4'iiC‘"-~'(A '.«5,/)
For an assessment o f the approach, we pay attention to and the initial condition 
the moments
(52)
(55)
( « *  (V ')  ( f ) = ^  2 )  n* A(' pin, N , t ) ,
n=0N=()
which can be expressed in terms o f moments (38). 
Particularly,
(OXO = iw}it), (53)
{ N ) i t )  =  {W ) iO ,  (54)
and these 'means* must be nonnegative. Moreover,
((A/_i )2 )  (r) =  ( (A }v)2 )  (/) + {  w) (0 .
{ { A N f ) ( t )  = { i A W f y t )  + (IV )(/ ).
(AnA^Xr) =  (Aw AW )(»).
Appropriately arranged, these ‘variances’ and ‘co-variance’ 
must form a positive semidefinite ma-trix. Especially, the
variances ((An)2)(0. ((AiV)2)(r) are nonnegative.
4. Essence of linearization
Another method of solution of eq, (3) which is useful for 
^ > 0 and AT = 0, is the method of characteristic
C ‘" '^ ’ (A-,f5,f)l =  C ‘ " '^ ’ (is,i5\/o)
where F  stands for Fourier and
Z4t;’ c ‘ " ' ’^ (w,i5,/) = g ( « “  -1 )
(60)
(61)
d(is)
= P(e'* - l )C ‘"-"’ (i\s:.iS,»). (63)
z4ta’C‘'. '^)(w,/S,f) = a: ( « ''‘ “  - I )
f a  ."I a
X ---- + 1
f  a(«^) d(iS )
C<"-^’ («.iS ,/ ). (64)
(56) The essence o f linearization will be evident when it w ill 
be applied to equations o f  motion
(57)
dr
n =  - g n + r  + IC(n + l )N + 'F ,
= - P + 0 - K ( n  + lW + 't<
dt ~
(65)
(66)
with the initial conditions
*  «0’ -  ^0* (67)
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where n as a(r) and H  = MO ai*e integer random functions 
of the time and the joint distribution of integer random 
variables tla and M> *s As the Markovian
property and the rate equations (3) describe the stochastic 
processes ait) and tLit) completely, we can (apart from 
some doubt of the theoretical value of the eqs. (65) and 
(66)) define processes £ia„(l), u„i„(/), Mmp(0* and Min(0 in 
the same fashion, seeing to the (non-unique) decomposition
a (f) =  flaii(t) +  M O  =  M m p(0 +  M ln (0 . (68)
Then
< P ~ —  /V.„„ -  P, dt - ‘"’P
The linearization consists in a replacement of (65), (66) by 
the equations
^^{n) = g {n )+ K { {n )  + l ) {N ) ,  (70)
(71)± { N )  =  P - K { { n )  +  l ) { N ) ,
dt
dt
Sn = -gSn + r  + K { (n ) + +KSn  ,
(72)
S N ^ 0 - K  ( { « )  + i )S N  + KSn (N )  + (73)
n — {n)+Sn, V^ = (iV) + 5/V (74)
where JiEippr is an analogue of and in a change of the 
initial conditions (67) into
=  < « > ( / o ) »  ( «> 0  •
5 (f =  n(fo )  ~  (5 )  (<b )•
(75)
(76)
with eqs. (19). (20), the eqs. (72), (73) and (74) suggest a 
linearization of (60), i.e.
dt
C^^"-^"\is,iS.t)
+Ar(e"“ '* - l ) ( ( s )  +  l)^ ^ C < ^ "-^ '^ ’ (« ,/ 5 .0
+ [g(e'’ -l)(n>+P(e“ -1 -iS )
+/C(e‘’"“  - l - w  + f5)((/i) + l ) ( ^ ) ]
for the function 
C'*"-^'^>(w.jS,f)
= £  £  P ((« ) + 5/i,(/ )^ + 5Af./)
X exp(/\s5/i + iSSN)
-  exp(-i\v(n) -  iS (N ))c^ '’’^ ^(fA\iS,f)
(77)
(78)
and the appropriately transformed initial condition (61) is 
taken into account.
Whereas eq. (16) with  ^= 2 has been truncated rather 
artificially, the linearization is in the physical community. 
Similar to the eq. (16), J = 2, with the initial condition 
(15), eq. (77) with an initial condition
(^.Sn.SN)
(79)
Whereas the ordinary differential eqs. (70), (71) are identical
can be solved by the method of characteristics and even 
that in its pure form. We have performed numerical 
solution of the initial-value problem (77), in the simplest
case of the ‘resolved’ eqs. (70), (71) i.e. for (n )(r) = P*
p
( J ^ ) (0 -  • As the initial condition (7), the
Poisson distribution has been chosen. In a case when 
(n ) (0 *  (i^ ) (0  were integers, we chose, for comparison.
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Poinfl.to) =  illustration, the functions
0,/) . ,
C^^*^*^^^iis,-is,t) have been plotted for P  = 1, A: »  1 (P  
=: 5, K  = 1/6), and / = 10. For this value, the time 
dependence has disappeared. For S = 0, the distribution 
of Sn ,  for j  =  0 the distribution o f S N  is characterized, 
for 5 =  ^ and S = — respectively, the distributt|^ns o f 
S n ^ S N  and o f S n - S N  are characterized. For P|s: K
= 1, C^ '^‘*^^\isJS,t) has jumps which may or may^ot be 
connected to the fact that the values o f p(n,N,t) dete^ined 
by this method can be negative, which violates reflations
(6). f
We do not present drawings o f moduli and arguments 
of these functions, but three two-dimensional plots. In 
Figures 1 and 2 the modulus o f characteristic function 
C^^*^'^^\isJS,t) and in Figure 3, its argument can be
seen. The behaviour o f this function near the point 5 = 0, 
S = 0 enables us to infer the lowest-order moments o f n, 
N.^  a ±  especially when a comparison is made with 
= 0) .
5. Global asymptotic stability
Here, we assume that g = 1. In studying the global 
stability, we have recourse to the phase portrait (see 
Figure 4) for the equations
x = K ( x - P ' ) \  y ~  
y = - K ( . x - P ) \  y -
K iP + \ )  
P
(80)
(81)
In Figure 4,
{ x , y ) : x < P , y  =
A:(P + 1)
t can be seen that the sets 
P  I . L  . ^ P
a: (p + i )}and i (jr, y ) : jc = P, y < ---- ^ ----IV  KiP-^D\
“ e
o-e
0-4
Figure 1. Modulus of characteristic function at f *= 10 and
for parameters g = 1,F = 5, = 1/6. Graph of the function
has been plotted. *  C^ "^'^ ^^ (/.v,/5,/).
3  ,
Figure 3. Argument of characteristic function at r *  10 and
for parameters ^  *  1, F = 5. /T = 1/6. The coordinate axes arc oriented as in 
Figure 2 5. /) *
Figure 2. Same as in Figure 1, but graph of the function 
has been plotted. Figure 4. Initial phase portrait.
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are attractors and j(Jc.j'):
Ar(P-hi)
On passing to the equations 
i; = -  X + K{x +  1)>^ , 
y = P K(x ^ 1)>,
are repellers.
(82)
(83)
the character of the field is partly changed and partly 
conserved as indicated in Figure 5.
Let AT > 1 . Then a trapezium ABCD (see Figure 6) 
can be constructed. We choose A, B, C, D in the form
Figure 5. Character of the field. OC-old conserved, A-rotation. r>tendency 
to equilibrium point, and A«annex.
Figure 6. Trapezium useful for the proof of the global convergence.
(84)
where the parameter ^  obeys a relation 0  < ^  < P. The
point A  lies on the hyperbola a,
K  x +  l ’
the point B lies on the hyperbola b, 
1 P
V = ----------------- ,
K  x + 1
the point C lies on the hyperbola c,
x = P .
the point D  lies on the hyperbola d,
1 X1 +  -
K x + 1
(8 6 )
(87)
(88)
On the side AB, it holds that y ^  0, the equality occurring 
at the point B. On the side CD, y < 0,. On the side AD, 
x^O, the equality occurring at the point A, On the side 
BC, (jc + y) < 0, the equality occurring at the point C. 
We summarize that on the perimeter of the trapezium, the 
field is directed inside this figure except the points B, A, 
and C.
At the point f ie  b, y > 0. at the point A e a, x > 0. 
and at the point C e c\ (x + y) • • • < 0 .
The half-axis x ^  0 can be used as any side AB 
without B and the half-axis y ^  0 as any side AD  without 
D. Therefore, the quadrant jc 0, y ^  0 can be added to 
the family of trapezia under consideration and assigned to 
^ = 0. Provided that a solution of the eqs. (82), (83)
starts at the point (x(fo) ^  0, x(fo) 0)
to each of its points (x:(f),y(r)), t ^  to, a trapezium or the 
whole quadrant jc > 0, y > 0 can be assigned. Because 
the parameter ^ is determined by the ‘parameters* of the 
trapezium sides in terms of strictly increasing functions, 
we can investigate it as increasing function of time for t 
> to- Since the function ^/) is increasing and obeys the 
inequality ^(f) < P, there exists lim,.^ ^(f) s  P* Let us 
suppose for a moment that lim,,^ ^(f) =s ^(«»). We 
define (d^/dt) = a(4 ) at all the points of the solution 
which are not vertices of a trapezium. Let G denote the 
union of the open intervals included in the set t > to. 
when the solution is ‘near* the vertices B, A, C, i.e, let 
the Lebesgue measure M Q )  of this union be finite and its 
image H  after the function ^(/) be a union of open 
intervals included in {^  : 0 s  # ^  Then the
difference (0,{ (o o ))/if is a compact set on which min
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> 0  can be considered. Let m  denote it. We have
{o,~)/c .
which is a contradiction.
(89)
6. Conclusion
We have analyzed a differential-difference equation for the 
probability distribution of number of photons and ntimber 
of excited atoms. Using the Poisson transform, w4  have 
obtained the Fokker-Planck equation, which can be pived 
upon neglect of the diffusion. A .second-order ec|iation 
can be obtained also by the method of characieristic 
function and it can be solved upon linearization of the 
underlying physical process.
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